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Abstract—Most methods of multi-view human activity recog-
nition can be classified as conventional computer vision ap-
proaches. Those approaches separate feature descriptor and
discriminator. Hence, the feature extractor cannot learn from
the mistakes made by the classifier. In this paper, a deep
neural network (DNN) model for human activity estimation
using multi-view sequences of raw images is presented. This
approach incorporates features extractor and discriminator into
a single model. The model comprises three parts, a convolutional
neural network (CNN) block, MSLSTMRes, and a dense layer.
This method enables discrimination of human activity such as
”walk” and ”sit down” by merely using sequences of raw images.
Experimental results on IXMAS dataset using one-subject cross
validation demonstrates high prediction rate that is comparable
to other methods in the literature, which utilized preprocessed
images such as silhouette and volumetric data and sophisticated
feature extractor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human activity recognition is one of challenging issues in
pattern recognition field. Its application ranges from human-
computer interaction, intelligent surveillance system, to under-
standing human behavior. There are many attempts that have
been done by researchers to tackle the issue of vision-based hu-
man activity prediction, yet they still suffer several limitations.
There are some reasons that cause those limitations. First,
when estimating human action an algorithm must consider
deformation both in spatial and temporal space. The second
is the noise produced by the environment or human itself
e.g. illumination change, self-occlusion, and mutual occlusion.
Third, the physical configuration of a human body that differs
and is also similar from one action to the others.

In [1]–[5], they attempted to solve self-occlusion problem
by utilizing information from multiple cameras. By combin-
ing information from different viewpoints to better under-
stand about the deformation in spatial-temporal spaces; those
techniques yielded better accuracy performance compared to
approaches that utilized information from only one camera.
Typically, existing methods for multiple-view human action
recognition can be classified as conventional computer vision
approaches, in which the features fed to the classifier are
hand-crafted. In general, the hand-crafted features extractor
technique works independently from the classifier. They do not

consider the mistakes made by the classifier to produce more
informative features that the classifier can better accommodate.

Different from conventional computer vision technique,
deep neural network (DNN) combines feature extractor and
discriminator in a single pipeline. In DNN, feature extractor
and classifier are trained simultaneously. The error classifica-
tion made by the classifier is propagated to the features extrac-
tor to adjust its parameters. Hence it can produce features that
fit in with the discriminator. Although DNN has been widely
used in vision task e.g. object recognition, automatic video
labeling, and single-view activity recognition, its application
in multi-view human action prediction is still in small number.

In this paper, we propose a DNN model to estimate human
activity recorded from multiple cameras. The model consists
of three parts, a convolutional neural network (CNN) [6] block
to extract spatial information, multiple stacked long short-term
memory residual (MSLSTMRes) as a new LSTM topology, to
decode temporal information, and a dense layer with softmax
function [6] to classify the features from all views. The
performance of the model was evaluated on IXMAS dataset
and was compared to previous methods using the same dataset
with similar experiment protocol.

The main novel contributions of this paper are: (i) the
proposal of a DNN model for multiple-view human activity
recognition with raw images as the inputs, and (ii) the investi-
gation of the effect of ensemble structure and residual learning
in LSTM.

The rest of paper is organized as follow. In section II, we
briefly review related methods. Section III describes the detail
of our proposed model. While experiments and their results
are explained in section IV and V. Finally, conclusions and
possible future works are presented in section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

In general, multi-view human action recognition methods
can be classified into two parts, conventional computer vision
approach, and deep learning approach. While the former
separates the process of feature extraction and features dis-
crimination, the later puts both of them in a single pipeline.
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Chaaraoui et.al [1] characterized human body configuration
as contour points of human silhouette and its center mass. By
computing Euclidian distance between each contour point and
the center of mass, they obtained the global representation of
each pose. Multi-view recognition was achieved by concate-
nating distances signals from all views by frame-by-frame.
And to predict an action they employed nearest neighbor
algorithm with dynamic time wrapping (DWT) to compute
distance among sequences of key poses.

Similar to [1], [5] also used silhouette in their approach.
They combined silhouette with optical flow to form a local
descriptor from a sequence of images and computed summary
motion from 15 frames that they divided into three parts, past,
current, and future to acquire motion context. Action recog-
nition was realized by inputting the final features consisting
local descriptor and motion context to 1-Nearest Neighbor with
Metric learning.

Different from the previous, [2] represented sequences of
images as volumetric data. The volumetric data was rep-
resented as blocks of a histogram of oriented 3D spatial-
temporal gradients. The input for classier was obtained by
computing distance between blocks of orientation histogram.
To classify action from multiple views, they utilized multiple
local classifiers to predict single action from each camera and
combined the result using product rule to achieve final output.

Another work using 3D information is by Pehlivan et.al
[3] where 3D pose was encoded as a circular model that was
constructed from multiple sequences of images. The model
consisted of three features (i) number of circles, (ii) the area
of the outer circle, and (iii) the area of the inner circle.
Classification task was performed by using distance metric
algorithm with Euclidian distance.

As mentioned before, multi-view human activity recogni-
tion also can be solved using DNN approach. [7] proposed a
DNN model that consisted of three convolutional layers in the
first block, two dense layers in the second, two LSTM in the
third block, and softmax classifier in the last layer. The input
of network was a gray-scale image with a size of 256x256.
Evaluated on multicamera driving simulator dataset and West
Virginia University multiview action recognition dataset, the
model showed high accuracy rate. However, it should be noted
that in both datasets the number of subjects is quite small.
Moreover, the author did not perform cross subject validation
then its generalization performance is not clear.

In this paper, we propose a DNN model to estimate
human activity from multiple views. The model was evaluated
on challenging benchmark dataset, IXMAS dataset [4], with
one subject cross-validation protocol. Detail of the model is
explained in the following section.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

In this section, we describe the detail of our proposed
DNN model. The model includes three main parts, CNN
blocks, MSLSTMRes, and dense layer with softmax activation
function [6] that has 11 output units (see Fig. 1). Spatial
information is extracted in the CNN block while temporal
information extraction and classification are performed by
MSLSTMRes and Dense layer. In this model, late data fusion
is performed, in which data from each camera is processed

separately through the CNN block and MSLSTMRes and are
concatenated before the dense layer. Therefore, the final layer
does not perform averaging prediction score that treats each
feature from each camera independently, instead, it attempts
to relate information from all cameras to classify an action.

Fig. 1: Structure of our proposed model. The structure consists
of three parts: CNN block, MSLSTMRes, and Dense layer.
The model has five inputs units that represent images from
five cameras.

A. Pre-trained VGG-19

Since to train CNN block from scratch requires large
dataset, in the proposed model we utilized pre-trained VGG-
19 model [8] trained on ImageNet and extract spatial features
from its intermediate layer (block4 pool). The block produces
a feature map f of shape H ×W ×C, where H is height, W
is width, and C is channel. Hence, for T time-step the feature
vector is

F = [f1, ..., fT ], where ft ∈ RH×W×C (1)

For simplicity, from this part we denote the dimension of a
feature map as K.

B. Average of soft attention model

In the proposed model, soft attention network is employed
to retrieve information about the area of moving object. Given
a feature vector F of shape T × K, the area of subject’s
movement can be realized by averaging attention score map
over T .

The first step to calculate the average of the attention score
map is to estimate attention probability at each time step. For
feature map at t-th time step ft, the attention probability is
given by

st = gatt(ft; θt) (2)

αt = softmax(st) (3)

where gatt is attention network with weight θt and st is atten-
tion score map for the given feature map. The attention score
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αt is probabilities produced by softmax function that contains
the subject of interest with the higher probability compared
to the rest. The attention network can be any network, in the
proposed model we utilized feed-forward neural network.

After obtaining attention probability at each time step, the
next step is to estimate the average of the attention probability
and to use it to compute the attended features, in this case, the
area of subject movement. The average of attention probability
and the attended features are given by

A =
1

T

T∑
t=1

αt (4)

f̂t = ft �A (5)

where � represent element-wise operator or Hadamard product
[9]. A is average attention probabilities over time, and f̂t is
the attended feature at t-th time step.

Fig. 2: Implementation of residual learning in LSTM by
performing shortcut connection after forgetting old information
and adding the new one.

C. Residual learning

In its original paper [10], residual learning was designed
to address the degradation problem in deep neural networks,
where deeper network faced saturated accuracy rate. Different
from highway network [11], He et.al’s formulation always
opens its identity shortcut, thus residual function is always
learned [10]. Residual learning can be expressed as:

y = F(x, {Wi}) +Wsx (6)

where x and y represent input and output, F(x, {Wi}) is the
residual mapping to be learned, and Ws is a linear projection
that is used when the dimension between F(x, {Wi}) and x is
not equal, which can be realized by employing linear mapping.

D. Revising residual learning in LSTM

Long short-term memory (LSTM) [12] was proposed to
solve the problem of vanishing and exploding gradient, faced
by conventional recurrent neural networks (RNN) [6]. By
incorporating a memory cell to its structure, LSTM allows

RNN to decide when to forget old information and when to
update its content based on given new information. LSTM
is able to keep important features, learned from the previous
stages, as it does not overwrite its content at each time step.
For given inputs xt, ht−1, and Ct−1, LSTM at t-th time step
can be formulated as:

ft = σ(Wf [ht−1, xt] + bf ) (7)

it = σ(Wi[ht−1, xt] + bi) (8)

ot = σ(Wo[ht−1, xt] + bo) (9)

C̃t = σ(WC̃ [ht−1, xt] + bo) (10)

Ct = ft � Ct−1 + it � C̃t (11)

ht = ot � tanh(Ct) (12)

it, ft, and ot represent the input gate, forget gate, and output
gate of LSTM. While C̃t, Ct, and ht are modulated input,
memory cell, and hidden units.

Fig. 2 exhibits the structure of LSTM with residual learn-
ing. Different from [13], which adds the shortcut to hidden
units, our residual LSTM performs shortcut connection when
computing memory cell. Therefore, we do not need to rescale
the main output as it will be transformed using tanh function.
Moreover, our implementation still satisfies the basic form of
the residual function F that requires two or more layers of
network to take advantage of residual learning. The update
equation for our residual LSTM can be written as follow:

ht = ot � tanh(Ct +Wsxt) (13)

E. MSLSTMRes topology

In this paper, we also attempt to investigate the effect of
using ensemble topology in LSTM. Different from our baseline
model (Fig. 3) that consists of two layers LSTM with 512
output units, in MSLSTMRes (Fig. 3) we replace the first
LSTM with multiple stacked LSTMRes with smaller output
units. Such structure reduces the total number of parameters in
our network by half. This topology is designed to capture local
and high abstracted temporal features of data. All hypothesize
from the blocks are concatenated before being passed to the
final layer.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data

In this paper, we evaluated the proposed model on IXMAS
dataset [4]. The dataset has been widely used for multi-view
human activity discrimination by many researchers [1]–[5]. It
consists of videos from 12 subjects performing 13 actions.
The actions include check watch, cross arms, scratch head,
sit down, get up, turn around, walk, wave, punch, kick, point,
pick up, and throw. We did not use point and throw actions
in our experiments since they were not performed consistently
by all subjects. The videos were recorded using five cameras
at 23 fps. Each subject performed every action three times and
chose position and orientation freely. Each frame is an RGB
image with a size of 390x291 pixels, but in this paper, it was
resized to 73x73 pixels. In the preprocessing step, normaliza-
tion using mean subtraction and standard deviation division
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Fig. 3: The structure of baseline model (left) and proposed MSLSTMRes (right). In both models, the final LSTM produces
non-sequence outputs, while the previous ones yield sequence outputs.

Fig. 4: Examples of IXMAS dataset [4] of a person performing check watch, wave hand, sit down, punch, and kick actions from
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th cameras.

was performed at each channel of each image. Moreover, in
this experiment, a sequence of images of every action was
trimmed to 20 frames. Hence, for an action, the size of data
is 5x20x73x73x3.

B. Methods

Proposed model was evaluated using 12-fold one-leave-
subject cross-validation, in which for every fold one subject
was used as test data and the remaining as training data.
In the training process, the order of the data was shuffled
randomly to improve the generalization performance of the
model. The model was trained using RmsProp algorithm [14]
with learning rate 1.01e-04. And in LSTM and LSTMRes
part we set the value of dropout and recurrent dropout [15]
to 0.3 and 0.5. The value of learning rate and dropout were

obtained by performing random search and grid search using
subsample data. For each fold, the model was trained within
≈ 100 iterations with batch size 20. Furthermore, to compute
the error loss between predicted and actual output, categorical
cross entropy [6] was employed.

Since this paper not only proposes a DNN model for
multi-view action recognition but also investigates the effect
of ensemble structure with LSTM, we also conducted an
experiment using stacked LSTM (baseline) in the place of
MSLSTMRes. The baseline structure was trained using the
same parameter values, with the only difference being the
batch size that was set to 15 for this model due to hardware
limitations; the baseline model has much more parameter
compared to MSLSTMRes.
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Fig. 5: The comparison result among stacked LSTM (baseline), MSLSTM, and MSLSTMRes for each fold. The accuracy rate
is the average of true positive for each action.

Fig. 6: Confusion matrices for baseline model (left) and proposed model (right) for classification task on 12 actors and 11
actions. The red blocks mark misclassification rates that are higher than 5%.

V. RESULTS

A. Comparison of MSLSTMRes and baseline

This section explains the experimental result of the baseline
and the proposed model evaluated with IXMAS dataset. The
details of the results are explained in Fig. 5. From the graph, it
can be seen that in most folds MSLSTMRes outperforms the
baseline model, except in the 6th and 12th fold, in which the
baseline achieves slightly higher recognition rate. On average,
the baseline model reached an accuracy rate of 87.37±11.61%,
while the proposed model obtained a recognition rate of
90.15 ± 7.87%. However, it should be noted that in 5th fold
both models showed an accuracy no more than 75%. This
contrasts with the result in the 9th fold, where both models
obtained 100% recognition rate.

Fig. 6 shows the confusion matrices of both models for
each action. The baseline model obtained unsatisfying recog-
nition rates for check watch, cross arm, scratch head, wave,

and punch. The model mostly misclassified actions involving
hand movement such as check-watch action. That can be the
result of similar body configuration produced by those actions.
Similar to the baseline model, the proposed model also faced
difficulty to recognize actions performed with hands. However,
for check watch and cross arms, the proposed model achieved
better results.

One interesting point from the result is that both models
often misclassified other actions performed with hands as
check watch. Two possible reasons are the similar body
configuration among those actions and the small resolution size
of the images. Hence, it is difficult for the models to observe
the difference of arm poses among the actions. Besides, it
should be noticed that check watch action requires a subject
to move his hand to position that lies among the other actions;
i.e. it can become ”scratch head” when the person lifts up his
arm, or ”punch” if he stretches his arm, or ”cross arm” if he
fastens his arms.
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TABLE I: Comparison with methods using similar protocol on
IXMAS dataset [4].

Approach Input Actors Rate

Pehlivan et.al [3] Encoded volumetric data 10 90.91%
Chaaraouia et.al [1] Silhouette 11 85.86%
Weinland et.al [2] 3D HOG 11 83.5%
Tran,and Sorokin [5] Silhouette and Optical Flow 12 81%
Our method Sequences of Raw Images 12 90.15%

B. MSLSTM vs MSLSTMRes

In this part, the improvement of representing residual
learning in LSTM is explained. Comparison between LSTM
and LSTMRes was conducted with the same experimental
protocol. As shown in Fig. 5, it can be seen that introducing
residual learning improved LSTM performance in 1st, 2nd,
5th, 6th, and 9th folds. Although improvement did not occur
in all cases, it can be stated that LSTMRes may produce
better or at least similar performance with LSTM. The average
improvement achieved by LSTMRes is 1.26%.

C. Comparison with previous methods

To clarify the improvement of the proposed model we com-
pare the model with the result of other approaches, utilizing
the same dataset and similar experiment protocol. However, it
should be noted that we do not reproduce their result and we
utilized different kinds of input data.

Table I presents the detailed comparison between our ap-
proach and the previous methods. Despite our method utilized
sequences of raw image as its input, its recognition rate
outperforms other methods utilizing expert-designed features
extractor and more informative features such as silhouette
and optical flow. Nevertheless, compared to the method using
volumetric information [3] our method has slightly lower
recognition rate. That can be related to the quality of data. As
explained before, in our approach we merely used sequences
raw images that were resized to the size of 73x73. Further-
more, it should be pointed out that Pehlivan et.al [3] did not
evaluate their method on 12 subjects but only on 10 of them.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose a DNN model for multi-view
human activity recognition. The model consists of three parts,
CNN block, MSLSTMRes, and dense layer. And it was eval-
uated using IXMAS dataset with one-subject-cross-validation.
Although the model only utilizes sequences of raw images as
its input, it outperforms previous methods that utilize more
informative features such as silhouette and optical flow. On
average, our proposed model achieved 6.72±3.43% higher ac-
curacy rate compared to those methods. Furthermore, from the
experimental result, we found that employing multiple stacked
LSTMRes can improve the performance of the baseline model
about 2.78%.

Despite promising result obtained by our proposed model
yet there are still many possible future works that can be
done to clarify the performance of the proposed model and
to improve its performance. Our future works include (i) per-
forming temporal evaluation in online scenario, (ii) evaluating
the proposed model with other multi-view action datasets

e.g. MuHaVi [16], NIXMAS [2], and i3DPost [17], and (iii)
employing capsule networks [18] to allow the model to select
relevant features from certain cameras in predicting an action.
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